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Unit 10 Assignment 2 
 

Writing Assignment 
 

Ensuring inmate and staff safety is of the utmost importance in a correctional facility. Given the 
challenges prisons are faced with today, this is not an easy task. In this essay you will focus on 
some of the possible methods that prisons use. Why is security and control important in a 
correctional facility? Explain how the following methods are used to maintain inmate security 
and control in correctional facilities and discuss any ethical concerns that may relevant for 
these methods: 

 Administrative Segregation 
 Classification 
 Administrative Model 
 Guarding the Prison (Perimeter and internal security, methods of control, and gender conflicts) 

 
Your completed paper should be 3–4 pages in length with a minimum of two references, 
including the course text. 
 
In addition to fulfilling the specifics of the Assignment, a successful paper must also meet the 
following criteria: 

 
 Include a cover page and references page in 10-12 point font (Arial, Courier, and Times New 

Roman are acceptable) 
 Viewpoint and purpose should be clearly established and sustained Assignment should follow 

the conventions of Standard American English (correct grammar, punctuation, etc.) 
 Writing should be well ordered, logical, and unified, as well as original and insightful 
 Your work should display superior content, organization, style, and mechanics 
 Appropriate APA citation style should be followed 

 
Directions for Submitting Your Assignment 
Create your paper in Word and save your document in the following format: Last name First 

name Assignment. (Example: SmithJohn Unit 10 Assignment). Submit your Assignment by 
selecting the Unit 10: Assignment 2 Dropbox by the end of Unit 10. 
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Unit 10: Written Assignment Checklist 
 

Criteria: Ask yourself the following questions. Yes No 

Content   

Did you identify four or more methods of inmate custody and control?   

Did you identify why inmate control and custody is important in the prison 
system? 

  

Did you explain how for or more methods are each used to maintain 
custody and control in correctional facilities? 

  

   
Research   

Is your research current?   

Did you discuss all the required areas in a substantive manner?   

Did you cite your sources at the end of the paper?   
   
Content   

Is your content complete enough to address the topic and questions?   
Is there a logical flow to your ideas?   

Did you present the material in a clear and concise manner to provide easy 
readability? 

  

   
Format   

Did you prepare your paper as a Microsoft Word Document?   
Did you label your files correctly?   

Did you use APA format to cite your sources?   
Did you check your documents for grammar and spelling?   

Did your meet the length requirement (3-4 pages)?   

 


